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Inspire the Next Generation
㉬涮倞♧➿ⶾ倞䙼笞
Fuelling Hong Kong with digital technology innovation and synergising

侸焺度衽⸂捀껻度岤Ⰵ侸焺猰䪮ⶾ倞⹛⸂

To meet the demand for STEM training and talent, Cyberport boosted its

the digital ecosystem in the city is one of Cyberport’s key aims. Our teams

⿻⤛鹎侸焺欰䢀涮㾝䧮⦛㕰穡♧䗱劊

STEM and coding programmes. Highlights of 2016/17 included the Inter-

崞⹛⟃ꂂざ爢剚㼩STEM㛆鎯⿻➃䩞涸庯

work collaboratively to achieve these goals, and we start this process by

衽湡垦鹎涮䖰䒸爢剚♳剓Ⱘ崞⸂涸♧

School IT Elite Challenge 2016, in which over 1,800 students joined to

宠Ⱖ⚥⺫䭍չ吥ꥹIT礶薊䮋䨞飓2016պ崞

engaging the city’s most energetic segment – the youth. They have the

纈䎃ꫭ➃㨥䤊衽➮⦛涸⹛⸂攨

pass through STEM checkpoints by coding, building robots, and setting up

⹛Ⱏ馄麕1,800そ㷸欰莅➮⦛鸒麕鸮⚮

drive, passion, ability, and are eager to learn. Combined with support from

铇䩞腋⿻㥪㷸涸暶颶⸈♳猰䪮堥圓涸

networks; and the Student Formula Coding Competition, in which around

莅STEM剤ꡠ涸罌뀿㥶管玑堥唒➃醢⡲⿻

technology institutions, entrepreneurship support, and opportunities for

佅䭰ⶾ噠佅䴂⿻䌌鎙ⷔ瘞雊䎃ꫭ➃

370 students joined to learn about Internet of Things (IoT) and coding

䒊用笪窄〥㢫鵜370そ㷸欰莅չ度

mentorship, young people and aspiring digital technology entrepreneurs

⿻Ⱘ䫵頾涸侸焺ⴲⶾ⟱噠涮䳸悴腋⼿⸔

e-vehicles.

㷸歲ꨶ⹛鮦玑䒭飓պ✫鍑刿㢵ꡠ倴暟耢笪

have the ability to develop their potential and help Hong Kong develop its

껻度涮㾝侸焺猰䪮

㖈2016/17䎃䏞侸焺度⸈䓽STEM⿻管玑

⿻㼟管玑䥰欽㖈乽⡲ꨶ⹛鮦

digital initiatives.
We have also added more STEM elements to our school visits. Tours to

侸焺度涸㷸吥錚崞⹛⛳⸈Ⰵ刿㢵STEM⯋

Cyberport is intent on fostering and empowering the city’s next generation

侸焺度荞⸂捀껻度㛆肬倞♧➿侸焺猰䪮㼠

Cyberport now include visit to the IngDan Hong Kong Experience Centre,

稇⺫䭍ⵌ鏞倴2016䎃䍌涸չ炽跗껻度넓

of digital technology talent for the world of tomorrow. Our comprehensive

䩞捀劢⢵涮㾝ⴀ⸂䧮⦛㶲肬䎃鰋

which was opened in 2016, showcasing IoT innovations from Mainland

뀿긭պ钢陏⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒껻度ㄤ侸焺度ⴲⶾ

youth efforts target at inspiring young talent from an early age, exposing

➃䩞雊➮⦛䖰㼭䱺鍸侸焺ⶾ倞猰䪮捀

China and Hong Kong, including those from Cyberport start-ups. We are

⟱噠灇涮涸暟耢笪ⶾ倞猰䪮䧮⦛⛳㔔䥰

them to digital innovation, and helping them embark on a career in

➮⦛㾝莅猰䪮湱ꡠ涸耷噠䧴驎♳ⶾ噠⛓

also working with schools to design workshops based on their needs

㷸吥㕰넓涸莇馱♧ず鏤鎙䊨⡲㖷雊㷸

technology, or in kick-starting their entrepreneurial journey.

假彋⪔㽠筱

and interests, such as 3D printing, coding, and virtual reality (VR), to let

欰넓뀿剓倞涸ⶾ倞猰䪮⢿㥶3D䩧⽫管

students experience the latest innovation and technology.

玑⿻贡亼㻜㞯䪮遯瘞

Education and technology

來肬莅猰䪮

Advancing capacity building

䲿⼮䪮遯⿻腋⸂

STEM education is an effective way to inspire primary and secondary

STEM 來 肬 剤 ⸔ ㉬ 涮 ⚥ 㼭 㷸 欰 钢 陏 侸 焺 猰

For university students who want to receive advanced training or to pursue

侸焺度捀剤䘋䲿⼮䪮遯宐䎂䧴剤䠑䫏魨

students about technology and hone their problem-solving and digital

䪮䲿⼮➮⦛涸鍑ꨈ腋⸂⿻侸焺䪮腋㖈

a career in technology or even to set up a digital business, Cyberport offers

ⶾ猰遤噠䒊用ⴲⶾ⟱噠涸㣐㷸欰瘼ⷔ✫

skills. It received strong support in both the 2016 and 2017 Policy Address

2016⿻2017䎃倷佟㜡デ⚥佟䏎㟞丸须彂

a series of capacity building initiatives. In 2016/17, we organised a series

♧禺鎯箻ㄤ崞⹛䲿⼮➮⦛涸腋⸂

when the government provisioned new funding to schools. Many financial

ぢ㷸吥䲀䑞STEM來肬䖎㢵ꆄ輑堥圓⿻⟱

of hackathons, such as the BitwiseHacks FinTech Hackathon Series and

倴 2016/17 䎃 䏞  䧮 ⦛ 莊 鳵 ✫ 鸮 ⚮ 랱 㹐 꼛

institutions and professional firms are actively seeking STEM scholars to

噠㖳琎噲䬸伾STEM㼠䩞鵔ざ侸焺鱲㘗倞

Global Game Jam, to allow participants to compete in coding, pitching,

䬘 匡 崞 ⹛  ⢿ 㥶չ BitwiseHacks FinTech

join their ranks to embrace digital transformation and a new era of work.

儘➿涸銴

and FinTech solutions. These activities are excellent for students to show

Hackathonպ禺⿻չGlobal Game Jamպ雊

their talent and enhance their problem solving, collaborative, and business

⸈罏嫲鑑玑䒭管焺䲀ꌼ䪮䊫⿻ꆄ輑猰

building skills.

䪮倰呪⟃姽㾝植䩞腋䲿⼮➮⦛鍑ꨈ
⼿⡲ㄤⶾ噠涸腋⸂
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Inspire the Next Generation
㉬涮倞♧➿ⶾ倞䙼笞

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Snapask was still an idea when we first joined the Cyberport Incubation
Programme. We truly appreciate Cyberport’s talent recruitment support and
advice, which has enabled us to expand to other regions within half a year of our
launch. Today we are serving 350,000 students across Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Singapore, Taiwan, Indonesia, Japan and Korea, redefining the way they learn.

㖈⸈Ⰵ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔ4OBQBTL➠僽♧⦐圓䟝䧮⦛⼧ⴕ䠮闒
侸焺度㖈➃䩞䬸翵♳䲿⣘⼿⸔⿻䠑鋅⟂䧮⦛〳⟃㖈䎂〵䲀ⴀ
瀊瀊⼱䎃䪾噠䬪㾝荛Ⱖ➮㖒⼦➛㣔䧮⦛涸駈騋
䊺麒⡑껻度꼛⢵銯❏倞⸈㗗〵抓⽫㽳傈劥⿻

We ran the second edition of the Cyberport University Partnership

䧮⦛鸮糵痧✳䎃莊鳵չ侸焺度 • 㣐㷸ざ⡲㣎

Programme (CUPP) for students with FinTech aspirations to receive

⠶鎙ⷔպ雊剤䘋㖈ꆄ輑猰䪮♳涮㾝涸㣐㷸

premium training. 20 teams nominated by 6 local universities, comprising

欰䱺「⮛颶㛆鎯莅鎙ⷔ涸20穉⟿Ⱏ

65 students, joined the programme. In total, 53 of the students took their

65⡙㷸欰歋6劥㖒㣐㷸ざ⡲㣎⠶䲿そ

FinTech projects to the US for a week-long FinTech entrepreneurship

殹⚥剤53⡙㷸欰黇饬繡㕜〷⚸犷㉂㷸ꤎ

bootcamp at the Stanford Graduate School of Business. In addition to the

⸈✫捀劍♧僤劍涸ꆄ輑猰䪮ⶾ噠斊鎯箻

trip, the students received various pre-camp training from our industry

㸤㊥Ⱖꆄ輑猰䪮ⶾ噠갪湡捀⸈䓽㛆鎯䧭

partners, where they learnt about the latest industry development and pain

佪㖈鎙ⷔ涸噠歲㣎⠶佅䭰♴㷸欰㖈ⴀ

points. These representatives came from organisations such as the Hong

涮⸈鸮⚮㛆鎯⟃✫鍑遤噠剓倞涮㾝

Kong Computer Society, Hong Kong Institute of Bankers and Hong Kong

⿻汥럊佅䭰鑪鎙ⷔ涸噠歲㣎⠶⺫䭍껻度

Association of Online Brokers Limited, and consulting firms such as Ernst &

ꨶ舡㷸剚껻度ꋓ遤㷸剚⿻껻度笪♳竤私

Young, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers.

⼿剚剤ꣳⰗ⟃⿻㼠噠곃㉏㥶㸞宕剚鎙

Providing 350,000 students with instant
access to tutor support. All they need
to do is snap a picture of the question
at hand.

ꯓ㕜剪蠝そ㷸欰ꅾ倞㹁纏⫄窡涸㷸绢垸䒭
Timothy Yu ⡮⡡闉
Founder ⶾ鳵➃

捀蠝⡙㷸欰䲿⣘⽰儘㷸绢䭸㼬欽
㹻〫䪾㷸绢儘麂♳涸ꨈ겗欽䩛堥
䬝♴⤑〳

Cyberport also offered internship placements with the Cyberport Digital
Tech Internship Programme, connecting technology companies and startups to some 71 internship opportunities in Hong Kong, Mainland China,
and the US. Locally, there is the e+startup Internship Programme, through
which students can work with the founders of Cyberport start-ups, while
the eHealth Record Internship Programme enabled students to learn about
health informatics in Hong Kong.

姽㢫䧮⦛倴2016/17䎃䏞鷴麕չ侸焺度侸
焺猰䪮㻜绢鎙ⷔպ耢粯♶ず涸猰䪮Ⱇ⿻
ⴲⶾ⟱噠捀㷸欰㖈껻度⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒⿻繡
㕜㸞䱖✫Ⱏ71⦐㻜绢堥剚倴껻度䧮⦛
❠䲿⣘չe+ⶾ噠պ㻜绢鎙ⷔ㷸欰〳莅侸焺
度ⴲⶾ⟱噠涸ⶾ鳵➃䊨⡲〥㢫⛳〳⸈
չꨶ㶩⨴䐁私ꏗ耷㻜绢鎙ⷔպ✫鍑㻜ꥹ
껻度ꄴ派须鎝禺窡䞕屣

Elsewhere, internship placements are offered in Mainland China; with
companies including Microsoft, Cisco, Ctrip, and UnionPay; and in Silicon
Valley at prestigious accelerators like 500 Startups, as well as Plug and
Play. Hundreds of applications were received in 2016/17 for the Silicon
Valley and Shanghai placements competing for 32 spots, a clear indication
of strong interest amongst students. Overall, Cyberport is making a real
difference in the lives of young people.

侸焺度⛳䲿⣘㖈껻度⟃㢫涸侸焺猰䪮Ⱇ
㻜绢堥剚⢿㥶㖈⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒涸猰䪮
걧 䗏 鮿  䙼 猰 禺 窡  伟 玑 笪 ⿻ ꋓ 耢 嵳
㢫㻜绢堥圓⺫䭍瀢靽衽そ涸⸈鸠㐼չ500
Startupsպ⿻չPlug and Playպ倴2016/17䎃
䏞䧮⦛䱺栽侸涰⟨剤䠑䖃瀢靽⿻♳嵳
涸㻜绢歍锞昰㤾32⦐㻜绢堥剚僦㷸
欰㼩㻜绢鎙ⷔ涸莇馱籎䭍⢵铞侸焺度
㼩䎃ꫭ➃涸欰崞䒸Ⰵ♶ず涸堥剚

䌌✲䨾殗꼛㪮剚鎙䌌✲䨾⿻繏Ⱕㅨ
University Partners
㣐㷸ざ⡲㣎⠶
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Inspire the Next Generation
㉬涮倞♧➿ⶾ倞䙼笞

To showcase career prospects and work opportunities, Cyberport co-hosted

捀✫㾝植遤噠兞⿻䊨⡲堥剚侸焺度莅

the Career Fair with the Office of the Government Chief Information Officer

佟䏎须鎝猰䪮籎湌鳵Ⱇ㹔耢ざ莊鳵չ侸焺

and matched youths with start-ups and technology companies. The one-

度耷噠⽈錒պꂂ㼩ⴲⶾ⟱噠ㄤ猰䪮Ⱇ

day event attracted a record of more than 3,500 visitors and featured more

莅䎃ꫭ➃鸏⦐崞⹛䲿⣘馄麕500⦐耷

useful start-up related information, and Cyberport creates a healthy ecosystem for

than 500 full-time and internship openings. Key executives from Google and

⿻㻜绢耷⡙䒸✫鹬3,500そ宠耷罏殹

local start-ups to grow as well as a tech-friendly environment for network building.

Microsoft also came to talk under the theme of “IT – You Study, We Hire!”

傈靽姐⿻䗏鮿銴㆞❠⢵⟃չIT⡹隡

and invited students to join the industry.

䧮 锞 ! պ⡲ ⚺ 겗 ⴕ ❧  렽 ⺑ 㷸 欰 䫏 魨 侸 焺

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

GOGOVAN is very grateful for all the help we have received from Cyberport, which
has always been supportive of start-ups in Hong Kong. Here, you can get all kinds of

(0(07"/⼧ⴕ䠮闒侸焺度㖈ぐ倰涸䍲⸔♧湬⟃⢵侸焺度⛳捀껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱
闒侸焺度㖈ぐ倰涸䍲⸔♧湬⟃⢵侸焺度⛳捀껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱
噠䲿⣘蜓㣐涸佅䭰㖈鸏酭䝡〳⟃䱺鍸ⵌ剤欽涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠须鎝
㖈鸏酭䝡〳⟃䱺鍸ⵌ剤欽涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠须鎝

猰䪮遤噠

侸焺度䒊用✫♧⦐⨴䐁涸ⶾ猰欰䢀橇㞯雊劥㖒ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧭Ꟁ
⨴䐁涸ⶾ猰欰䢀橇㞯雊劥㖒ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧭Ꟁ
涸橇㞯雊⟱噠䬪㾝噠笪窄
⛳僽♧⦐猰䪮㊥涸橇㞯雊⟱噠䬪㾝噠笪窄
Steven Lam 卌⳯彂
Co-Founder & CEO 耢ざⶾ鳵➃Ⱟ遤佟籎鄪
Revolutionising transport and logistics
with its 180,000 drivers in Hong Kong
and across Asia.
麒䋒껻度⿻荛❏崎涸蠝そ堥
圓䒊❜鸒⿻暟崩噠涸倞儘➿

For those who wish to take their digital venture further, Cyberport provides

㼩倴ꌴ䠑鹎♧姿㖈侸焺猰䪮噠涮㾝涸䎃ꫭ

comprehensive entrepreneurship programmes and early-stage funding

➃䧮⦛涸偫葦鎙ⷔչ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇

via its signature programme, the Cyberport Creative Micro Fund (CCMF),

ꆄպ䲿⣘ⶾ噠佅䴂珏㶩㛇ꆄ⿻㛆鎯

to help start-ups turn ideas into prototypes and provide entrepreneurial

䍲⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠䪾ⶾ䠑럊㶩涮㾝䧭欴ㅷ꧶

training. CCMF received a record of over 580 applications in 2016/17 and

㘗姽鎙ⷔ倴2016/17䎃䏞䱺栽鹬580⟨灶私

accumulated a total of 309 CCMF projects as of 31 March 2017.

ꏗ歍锞䨔荛2017䎃3剢31傈姺鑪鎙ⷔ䊺

Promising Outcomes

䧭籑俢搭

Cyberport’s youth initiatives have made a mark as well. Many CUPP

侸焺度♧禺ꆚ㼩䎃ꫭ➃涸ⶾ噠㛆鎯䧭佪

participants have taken part in Cyberport’s programmes and activities,

곏衽䖎㢵⸈չ侸焺度 • 㣐㷸ざ⡲㣎⠶鎙

such as internships, entrepreneurial programmes, workshops, training,

ⷔպ涸㷸欰❠莅Ⱖ➮侸焺度涸鎙ⷔ⿻崞

and hackathons. Participants have also invited their friends to events and

⹛⢿㥶㻜绢鎙ⷔⶾ噠佅䴂鎙ⷔ䊨⡲

propagated an innovative and start-up spirit among the new generation.

㖷㛆鎯⿻랱㹐꼛䬘匡➮⦛刿ぢ魨鼹剦
䲀䑞侸焺度涸崞⹛㖈倞欰➿⛓㹒䳓
ⶾ倞⿻ⶾ噠礶牟

稡鎙佅䭰✫309⦐չ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպ갪
湡

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Cyberport has also accumulated a strong following of past event

麕䖃莅✫侸焺度崞⹛ⶾ噠佅䴂鎙ⷔ⿻

participants and alumni from entrepreneurship and internship programmes.

㻜绢鎙ⷔ涸⸈罏ㄤⶾ噠㹻鿪䧭✫侸焺

We were just fresh out of university when we

These individuals have been profoundly influenced by digital innovation and

度㛚㻜涸佅䭰罏➮⦛幀「ⶾ倞ⶾ噠俒⻋

founded EventXtra. Joining Cyberport allowed us

start-up culture, and they continue to stay engaged with Cyberport’s news

䕧갠筝顦䧮⦛涸⹛䢀⿻崞⹛㢵䎃⢵

to connect with great start-ups, fantastic investors,

and events. Some maintain long-term friendships and lend one another

剤❉刿䧭捀䘋ず麥ざ涸剦✽湱佅䭰

and attract terrific talents, and we could not be

mutual support, partnership, and share industry news and information.

ざ⡲❜䳖噠歲倞濼⿻须鎝侸焺度ⶾ噠

what we are today without Cyberport’s support,

Others, such as past grantees and incubatees, have decided to pay their

佅䴂鎙ⷔ涸殗噠欰刿坿䠑䪾➮⦛涸ⶾ噠竤

partnership, and connections.

good fortune forward by offering assistance to new generations of digital

뀿⫄䪭♴⼿⸔倞♧➿侸焺猰䪮ⶾ噠

innovators and like-minded individuals, allowing them to be involved in this

㹻䫏Ⰵ鸏⦐悴⸂륔㣐涸侸焺猰䪮遤噠

ⶾ用&WFOU9USB儘䧮⦛〫僽♧棵ⶍꨆ㣐㷸吥
㕨涸㷸欰侸焺度雊䧮⦛耢粯ⵌ⮛猗涸ⴲⶾ⟱
噠ꬌ♧菛涸䫏须罏⿻䒸ⴀ滞涸➃䩞尝剤
Seamless and interactive event
management platform for optimal cost
efficiency and attendee engagement.
搂簧⿻✽⹛䒭崞⹛盘椚䎂〵䲿⼮䧭
劥佪渤⿻ⴀ䌏罏盘椚

侸焺度涸佅䭰Ⱖざ⡲㣎⠶⿻噠笪窄⛳尝
剤➛㣔涸&WFOU9USB

Sum Wong 黃⼾椺
CEO and Co-Founder 遤佟籎鄪冸耢ざⶾ鳵➃

incredible digital technology ecosystem.
This inclusive suite of offerings and community is one of the reasons

侸焺度㸤㊥涸ꂂ㤛⿻爢纈笪窄䒸㷸

students, educators, and youth organisations favour Cyberport as a

欰來肬䊨⡲罏⿻ꫭ䎃㕰넓鼇乵侸焺度⡲

partner in nurturing young entrepreneurial aspirations. Cyberport seeks

捀ざ⡲㣎⠶伟䩛㛆肬倞♧➿ⶾ噠㹻侸

to provide the most comprehensive and fertile environment to inspire and

焺度㼟糒糵䲿⣘剓涸ⶾ噠佅䴂剓剤

prepare our youth for a digital future, and continue to offer support through

ⵄⶾ猰遤噠涮㾝涸橇㞯㉬涮䎃ꫭ➃鵔䱺

entrepreneurship and partner programmes.

侸焺倞䎃➿䧮⦛剚鷴麕ⶾ噠佅䴂鎙ⷔ⿻
㣎⠶笪窄糒糵䧭捀➮⦛涸䓽⸺䖕湽
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Let Ideas Shine
雊ⶾ䠑涮⯕涮❮

Pitching Training
怵爚鎯箻

Business Analysis
噠ⴕ區

Reaching out to investors and
corporate partners to drive deal
ﬂow and adoption

Market Expansion
䬪㾝嵳㢫䋑㜥

Financial Assistance
頿佅䴂

鸮粯䫏须罏⿻⟱噠㣎⠶䲀⹛갪湡
㼩䱺⿻猰䪮䥰欽

Cyberport News

Market Exposure
㟞⸈䋑㜥刕⯕

Ideas to Grow
㶲肬ⶾ䠑럊㶩

Accelerating start-up
development with
enablement programmes
ⶾ噠㹻佅䴂鎙ⷔ
⸈䘰ⴲⶾ噠㟞Ꟁ

Nurture and Scale-up
Entrepreneurs
䪜嗃噠歲㻜⸂ 䌟⹛ⶾ噠孵孨

Nurture and Scale-up Entrepreneurs
䪜嗃噠歲㻜⸂խ䌟⹛ⶾ噠孵孨
In 2016/17, we witnessed a strong inflow of start-ups to Cyberport’s

㖈2016/17䎃䏞莅侸焺度ⶾ噠佅䴂鎙ⷔ

programmes, a reflection of the passionate interest in digital

涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠侸湡㣐㟞僦✫껻度涸侸焺

entrepreneurship and innovation in Hong Kong. We also observed a stream

ⴲ⟱⿻ⶾ猰괐孵敁攨♶㼱涮㾝䧭擿涸ⴲ

of mature start-ups achieving market success and gaining international

ⶾ⟱噠ꤷ糵鹎鮪㕜ꥹ䋑㜥⚛栽䖤钢ず

support, Cyberport, a responsive and impactful partner, lined us up with some of

recognition. These accomplishments were made possible as a result of our

㔔侸焺度莅ⴲⶾ⟱噠♧騟ず遤⸈♳佟䏎

orward
our best partnerships and investment opportunities. We look forward

assistance along their entrepreneurial journey, supportive government

涸佟瘼佅䴂䧭⸆䒸䠂⢵䠂㢵ⶾ倞㼠䩞

it of
to giving back to the Cyberport community and fostering a spirit

initiatives, and ever-more creative innovators joining the ranks of digital

䫏魨䧭捀侸焺ⶾ噠㹻

ul
generosity by sharing what we have learned from this powerful

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

entrepreneurship.

If HKUST was where our team and ORII were born, then Cyberport was where our
concept became a reality. Apart from the comprehensive services and great publicity

platform.

We know that the best ideas must be connected to markets and investment,

Ⱘⶾ䠑涸럊㶩䗳갭銴ぢ䋑㜥⿻栽䖤䫏须

and in this spirit, Cyberport bolstered its entrepreneurial support in

䩞〳䧭⸆捀姽侸焺度倴2016/17䎃Ⰹ荞

2016/17. We dedicated more resources to start-ups, enhancing their market

⸂䫏佞刿㢵须彂倴ⶾ噠佅䴂满ꅾ䲿⼮ⴲ

and investment readiness. From previously providing enablement training

ⶾ⟱噠㖈䋑㜥斊ꌼ⿻꧌须涸彋⪔剤ⴽ倴

to Cyberport’s start-ups only, we have now expanded our enablement

䧮⦛麕䖃〫捀侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘㛆鎯

programme to all digital technology companies in our community, including

植㖈䧮⦛涸佅䴂䊺䬪㾝荛爢纈Ⰹ涸䨾剤侸

Smart-Space companies, providing them with all-rounded support to

焺猰䪮Ⱇ⺫䭍Smart-SpaceⰟ欽䊨⡲瑠

succeed in the business. These services address varying needs from

涸Ⱇ雊刿㢵⟱噠䖤ⵌ倰⡙佅䴂

intensive training for younger start-ups to structured investor meetings for

䒸걆➮⦛鼠ぢ䧭⸆鸏❉剪ꆚ㼩⟱噠涮

mature start-ups.

㾝♶ずꥣ媯涸銴歋ぢⶍ䧭用涸ⴲⶾ⟱
噠䲿⣘㺙꧌㛆鎯⛇荛捀鯱䧭擿涸ⴲⶾ⟱
噠鸮粯䫏须罏瘞

㥶卓껻度猰䪮㣐㷸僽䧮⦛㕰⿻03**涸钲欰㖒侸焺度⤑僽䧮
䧮
䴂
⦛䪾嚌䙂➰門㻜驏涸㖒倰ꤑ✫涸剪⿻⮛颶涸㹒⫄佅䴂
♧
㢫侸焺度⛳僽♧⦐넞佪⿻剤䕧갠⸂涸㣎⠶捀䧮⦛耢粯ⵌ♧
❧
❉剓㥪涸噠㣎⠶⿻䫏须堥剚劢⢵䧮⦛攨ⴗ劍劆鷴麕ⴕ❧
Turning fingers into phones with bone
conduction technology for seamless
and screen-less communication.

䧮⦛㖈鸏酭㷸ⵌ涸濼陏㔐꺈侸焺度爢纈⿻⸈䓽爢⼦Ⰹ涸Ⱏ
❧礶牟

鸒麕䧮⦛涸남⫄㼬䪮遯䩛䭸⛳腋⻋
魨䧭䩛堥麨荛搂簧搂㾓䍌鸒鎝

Kevin Wong 黃㹻䛎
CEO遤佟籎鄪

Increase Market Exposure and Deal Flow

㟞⸈䋑㜥刕⯕⿻갪湡㼩䱺

Hong Kong start-ups, particularly those focus on business to business

껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠暶ⴽ僽㼠岤涮B2B⟱

solutions, often lack market access – many of them seek feedback after

噠㼩⟱噠鍑对倰呪涸Ⱇ䖃䖃緄⛘鹎Ⰵ

prototypes are developed, which delay their time to market. Cyberport

䋑㜥涸庉麥➮⦛䖎㢵儘㖈涮欴ㅷ꧶㘗

serves as the bridge between start-ups and the industry during their early

䖕䩞腋佐꧌欽㹻䠑鋅䒂铐✫䩧Ⰵ䋑㜥涸

phase of development to boost the success rate of their products.

儘堥剤鋅⿻姽侸焺度㖈ⴲⶾ⟱噠涮㾝
ⴲ劍䪐怵➮⦛莅噠歲涸堀垗⟃宠㟞⸈欴
ㅷ䧭⸆涸堥剚

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

We have benefited from the support of the Cyberport
berport
nto the
Incubation Programme. We have now moved into

For instance, start-ups in FinTech were connected to industry professionals

莊⢿铞侸焺度捀ꆄ輑猰䪮湱ꡠ涸ⴲⶾ⟱

inded
Smart-Space where we can meet more like-minded

to learn about regulations, compliance, and other operational constraints.

噠鸮粯噠歲㼠噠➃㡦⸔➮⦛✫鍑遤噠湌

digital start-ups.

This allowed start-ups to fine-tune their ideas and, in certain cases, decide

盘岁鋊⿻Ⱖ➮㻜ꥹ斊麌♳涸ꣳⵖ鸏〳

䧮⦛涸䧭⸆剤飅侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔ涸佅䭰

the best market to promote their solutions.

雊ⴲⶾ⟱噠锅侮瘼殜鼇㹁䋑㜥

䊨⡲瑠㖈齡酭雊䧮⦛钢陏ⵌⰦ➮

Cyberport also organised pitching and networking events for investors

侸焺度❠莊鳵✫鸮⚮ⶾ䫏怵爚⿻❜崩崞

䘋ず麥ざ涸侸焺ⴲⶾ⟱噠

to learn about start-ups and for start-ups to reach out to investors, with

⹛鸮粯䫏须罏⚛⸈䓽➮⦛莅ⴲⶾ⟱噠涸

excellent results. Origami Labs met the Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund at

湱✽✫鍑䧭佪곏衽⢿㥶Origami Labs㖈

a pitching event, leading to a strategic investment. Appustech, a start-up

䫏须㼩䱺崞⹛⚥钢陏ꅽ䊼䊼ⶾ噠罏㛇ꆄ

offering parking solutions, closed a deal within 6 weeks after meeting its

涸➿邍⤛䧭✫Ⰽ罏Ⱖ䖕涸䫏须屯鮦鍑

first investor at an awards celebration party.

对倰呪䎂〵Appustech㖈侸焺度♧⦐䣔牝剚

植儘䧮⦛䊺鹎꽏侸焺度涸4NBSU4QBDFⰟ欽

15,000 businesses trust Dragon Law
for its cloud-based legal software
platform.
15,000Ⱇ鼇乵⥌飅Dragon Law涸
ꨣ畮岁䖒鮿⟝䎂〵

Daniel Walker
CEO遤佟籎鄪

♳⛳麂♳Ⱖ껷⡙䫏须罏刿倴Ⱉ僤劍Ⰹ䧭
⸆栽䖤岤须
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Nurture and Scale-up Entrepreneurs
䪜嗃噠歲㻜⸂խ䌟⹛ⶾ噠孵孨

Training and mentorship

㛆鎯⿻䌌鎙ⷔ

With digital technology’s rapid development, start-ups in every field need

侸焺猰䪮涮㾝䚊鸠♶ず걆㚖涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠

to keep abreast of the latest trends. In 2016/17, we launched a partnership

銴筝顦惐崩䪾䳣涮㾝堥麂捀姽䧮⦛

with IBM and provided a series of blockchain training sessions covering

倴2016/17䎃䏞㾝✫莅IBM涸ざ⡲䲿⣘

Blockchain+ FinTech, Blockchain+ EduTech, and Blockchain+ e-commerce

♧禺莅⼦㝆ꕖ䪮遯湱ꡠ涸㛆鎯巒覈⼦

solutions. The training guided start-ups to explore cross-sector integration

㝆ꕖ+ꆄ輑猰䪮⼦㝆ꕖ+來肬猰䪮⼦㝆

and upgrade their business with up-and-coming technologies, and all

ꕖ+ꨶ㶩㉂顬湱ꡠ涸鍑对倰呪剤ꡠ㛆鎯䒸

participants considered the training extremely fruitful.

걆ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪騗遤噠㉂堥雊倞䪮遯刿

Knowing that some start-ups require targeted investment training, in
2016/17, we cooperated with the University of California, Berkeley and
adapted its investment training programmes for Hong Kong. Experts
well-versed in coaching imparted on what venture capitalists and angel
investors look for in start-ups, and how start-ups can better prepare
themselves and successfully obtain funding.

䧮⦛濼麥鿈ⴕⴲⶾ⟱噠銴ꆚ㼩䚍涸䫏须
㛆 鎯  㔔 姽  䧮 ⦛ 倴 2016/17 䎃 䏞 莅 ⸈ 䊝
㣐㷸厣⯘蟛ⴕ吥ざ⡲䒸鹎Ⱖ䫏须㛆鎯鎙
ⷔ鎙ⷔ偫♴涸㼠㹻僈涯⿻ꆚ㼩괐ꦖ䫏须
⿻㣔⢪䫏须罏涸銴䭸㼬ⴲⶾ⟱噠䥰㥶
⡦酤⪔荈䊹䩞腋䧭⸆栽䖤岤须

䑞岌䥰欽倴噠㾵䨾剤莅涸Ⱇ㖳
邍爚栽渤葻㢵

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

We have always wanted to join Cyberport
and become a part of this largest start-up
community in Hong Kong, where we have
found mentors, business partners, likeminded peers, and opportunities. Through
different events, competitions, and
business matching sessions organised by
Cyberport, we have gained so much and
we are certain this supportive community
will continue to help Heycoins create more
social and economic impact in our world.

Heycoins
Turning inconvenience to ease. Smart
kiosks turn coins to digital currency,
special offers, and charity donations.
⻋♶⤑捀矦⤑兰腋侕ꋓ⯛䳖堥
䪾炽䍤鱲䳖䧭ꨶ㶩顊䍤⮛䟃⽷䧴⡲
䡹㊥䯪飨
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䧮⦛♧湬䋞劆⸈Ⰵ侸焺度䧭捀껻度鸏
⦐剓㣐㘗ⴲⶾ⟱噠爢⼦涸♧ⴕ㶩㖈鸏酭䧮⦛䪪ⵌ✫㼬䌌ざ⡲㣎⠶剤ず垺䫵
頾涸ず⭸⿻涮㾝堥剚鸒麕侸焺度莊鳵涸♶ず崞⹛嫲飓⿻ꂂ㼩橇眏䧮⦛栽渤
葻㢵䧮⦛焷⥌鸏⦐爢⼦剚糒糵⼿⸔)FZDPJOTⶾ鸤刿㢵爢剚⿻竤憘佪渤
Eddie Rong 囙⽂
CEO & Company-Founder 㛂遤袚✲⿻耢ざⶾ㨥➃
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Nurture and Scale-up Entrepreneurs
䪜嗃噠歲㻜⸂խ䌟⹛ⶾ噠孵孨

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Relocating from London
to start Lattice with
the famous Cyberport
Incubation Programme
was our conscious decision
and we have never regretted it. We soon discovered
a truly empathetic and helpful community and
Cyberport’s dedicated, passionate, and exceptionally
knowledgeable entrepreneur-support team – It made
our tough start-up journey much more enjoyable and helped our business to expand

Maximise returns, manage risks, and
support trading decisions for the
wealth management industry with
Lattice’s invention: The world’s first,
award-winning, View-Driven Portfolio
Optimiser and Robo Advisor.

In 2016/17, we doubled up the quota of Cyberport Incubation Programme
and our start-ups achieved a 300% year-on-year funding boost, an
encouraging result of Cyberport’s connection with investors, investor
training, and support provided to start-ups. The substantial jump in
investment offered a strong endorsement for our start-ups and the success
of the Cyberport Incubation Programme.

2016/17䎃䏞չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ涸そ겙⦔
㟞侸焺度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠栽䫏须ꆄ겙䭾䎃ꏗ
䖤♲⦔㟞䌴䧭籑뀺➃刿⽫阮侸焺度㖈
鸮粯䫏须罏㛆鎯⿻佅䴂涸⸗⸂⿻䧭卓
姽㣐䌴䏞涸㟞Ꟁ❠僦✫㢫歲㼩侸焺度涸
ⴲⶾ⟱噠⿻侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔ涸⥌䗱

We also enriched the CCMF Mentorship Programme by lining up alumni
of the Cyberport Start-up Alumni Association to provide one-on-one,
entrepreneur-to-entrepreneur mentorship to grantees, and invited
entrepreneurs from Mainland China to serve as mentors to share their
experience in a bootcamp.

չ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպ涸䌌鎙ⷔⰉ㺂⛳
馊鋅鞮㺢侸焺度ⶾ噠㷸剚♧滞殗噠欰捀
鎙ⷔ涸倞欰䲿⣘♧㼩♧涸⟱噠䌌䭸㼬
⛳鼝锞✫Ⰹ㖒涸ⶾ噠㹻䧭捀㼬䌌㖈ⶾ噠
斊♳ⴕ❧➮⦛涸ⶾ噠竤뀿

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Committed to nurturing and supporting start-ups att different
g Klook
development stages, Cyberport has been providing
th
with great networking opportunities to connect with
potential users, employees, and industry leaders.

侸焺度荞⸂㛆肬⿻䪜嗃ⴲⶾ⟱噠㖈♶ずꥣ媯捀
捀

歋-BUUJDF灇涮⚆歲껷ⶾ⚛栽栁
涸錚럊뀝⹛䫏须穉ざ⮛⻋㐼ㄤ兰腋
䫏곃捀頿㺢盘椚遤噠㟞⸈䫏须㔐
㜡盘椚괐ꦖ⿻⼿⸔䋑㜥❜僒对瘼

and evolve. We are determined to stay connected with Cyberport.

-BUUJDF歋⧍侚鼄䖃껻度涮㾝⚛莅❧頾渿そ涸侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔ僽䧮⦛♧⦐
幀䙼擿䣂⚂穪㼩姻焷涸对㹁䧮⦛䖎䘰⤑䠮「ⵌ鸏僽♧⦐顦䗱⿻✽⸔涸爢⼦
侸焺度涸ⶾ噠佅䴂⟿䗱䠑⯏怏攨铇⿻乩剤㼠噠濼陏Э⟂䧮⦛刿腋❧「
鸏⦐葾鳟涸ⶾ噠假玑⛳剤⸔䧮⦛仍⯏噠⿻涮㾝䧮⦛傈䖕㹁䗳莅侸焺度
⥃䭰筝㺙耢粯

Wing Cheung 䓹䉔
CEO 遤佟籎鄪

Intra-ecosystem collaboration

㕨⼦Ⰹ✽䟃⼿⡲

As the Cyberport community grows in diversity, we strengthen
collaboration among community members. It is our aim to bridge both
technology and other professional service companies in our community to
partake in collaboration and drive mutual growth. For instance, TNG Wallet
payment is now offered on all tenant shuttle buses. We also lined up Marks
& Clerk, an IP expert in Cyberport, to offer free initial consultation to startups.

ꦑ衽侸焺度㕨⼦涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠傈馸㢵⯋⻋
䧮⦛⸈䓽✫㕨⼦⟱噠⛓涸✽䟃ざ⡲䧭
捀猰䪮莅ꬌ猰䪮⟱噠⛓涸堀垗䌟⹛噠
꧱ぢ㟞Ꟁ⢿㥶䧮⦛䒸ⰅTNG Wallet涸佅
➰䪮遯欽倴䨾剤獆䨩㼠鮦♳䧮⦛❠鼝
锞✫侸焺度獆䨩濼陏欴奚㼠㹻Ⱇ띋➬
㣼ぢⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘⯝顥涸ⴲ姿镪鑉剪

To ensure that Cyberport start-ups receive optimal support as they grow
their businesses, we organise regular review meetings to monitor their
progress and offer tailored support to meet their needs. These include
matching them with relevant business partners at Cyberport’s events, as
well as taking them on overseas delegations for business development. All
these initiatives provide the most nourishing environment for start-ups to
quickly grow and go to market.

捀焷⥃侸焺度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠栽䖤剓ざ黠涸佅
䴂⟃仍㾝噠䧮⦛㹁劍剚鋅➮⦛⟃✫鍑
涮㾝鹎䏞⛳䏞魨鎎鸤佅䴂剪⢵ꂂざ➮
⦛涸宠⺫䭍㖈侸焺度涸崞⹛⚥鹎遤ꂂ
㼩⿻穉籽嵳㢫➿邍㕰㼦䪪刿㢵㉂堥
鸏❉䲃倷傌㖈捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘剓⮛颶涸橇
㞯⟃㛆肬㸐⦛䘰鸠䧭Ꟁ⿻仍㾝䋑㜥

鏪
⟱噠䲿⣘佅䴂侸焺度♧湬⟃⢵捀,-00,䌟⢵鏪
⿻
㢵❜崩涸堥剚雊䧮⦛䱺鍸ⵌ悴㖈欽㹻㆞䊨⿻
遤噠걆郜
Asia’s largest in-destination services
booking platform, allows users to
discover and book travel experiences
at exclusive prices.

Eric Gnock Fah 桬䘋韝
President & Co-founder 耢ざⶾ鳵➃Ⱟ籎鄪

❏崎剓㣐涸假麉넓뀿갸鎎䎂〵雊欽
㹻㖈㼠❧涸⭆呔䵃㼦⿻갸鎎假麉暶蒀
遤玑
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Unleashing
Hong Kong’s potential
in FinTech, Big Data/AI,
e-commerce, and IoT/ Wearables
ꅼ佞껻度㖈ꆄ輑猰䪮㣐侸亙
➃䊨兰腋ꨶ㶩㉂顬⿻暟耢笪
〳瑭䨥猰䪮涸涮㾝悴⸂

Connect Partners
and Global Network
耢粯噠歲㣎⠶
䲀⹛⟱噠驎駈㕜ꥹ莻〵

Partnering with key players
to springboard start-ups
to success
莅噠歲걧ざ⡲
⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧭㽠ꬌⳝ

Connect Partners and Global Network
耢粯噠歲㣎⠶խ䲀⹛⟱噠驎駈㕜ꥹ莻〵
As our start-ups grow, scaling is the next essential aspect of their journey,

ꦑ衽侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠涸涮㾝恸♳鮨麥仍

and Cyberport is ready to connect these rising stars to a worldwide

㣐噠晝㕬僽ⶾ噠騟♳涸ꅾ銴ꅽ玑烵䧮

network of partners and investors in Hong Kong, Mainland China, across

⦛䊺彋⪔㽠筱䪾侸焺度涸僈傈⛓僤鸮粯

Asia, and globally. In 2016/17, Cyberport enhanced its service platforms

荛⚥度❏崎⿻橇椕涸噠㣎⠶⿻䫏须

and bolstered ecosystems in its major clusters including FinTech, Big

罏倴2016/17䎃䏞侸焺度涸剪䎂〵刿

Data/AI, e-commerce and Internet of Things (IoT)/Wearables.

馸㸤㊥꧌⚥⸂ꆀ䲀⹛ꆄ輑猰䪮㣐侸亙/
➃䊨兰腋ꨶ㶩㉂顬⿻暟耢笪/〳瑭䨥猰䪮
涸欰䢀涮㾝

Cyberport is committed to developing Hong Kong’s digital economy

侸焺度荞⸂䲀⹛껻度涸侸焺竤憘涮㾝⚛

while connecting start-ups to new opportunities globally, by working

莅♶ず㖒⼦涸佟䏎⟱噠㷱⻋㐼䧴⸈鸠

with governments, enterprises, incubators, or accelerators. We continue

㐼ざ⡲捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪㾝椕堥麂䧮⦛

to help our start-ups go global and strengthen our inbound services for

剚糒糵䪜嗃ⴲⶾ⟱噠饥ぢ⚆歲ず儘捀鹎

international start-ups as they expand to Hong Kong.

꽏껻度䋑㜥涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠⸈䓽剪䒸⚆

We co-organised the third FinTech Innovation Lab Asia-Pacific with

䧮⦛莅㙪喀ㆹざ鳵✫痧♲㾂չ❏㣖⼦ꆄ輑䪮

歲ぐ㖒ⴲⶾ⟱噠⢵度䬪㾝噠

Accenture, with 8 shortlisted FinTech start-ups from around the world,

遯ⶾ倞㻜뀿㹔պ雊8⢵荈♶ず㖒⼦涸ꆄ

including 4 from Cyberport, undergoing a 12-week intensive mentoring

輑猰䪮ⴲⶾ⟱噠⺫䭍4侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

programme. These start-ups were connected to leaders at Bank of

㖈Ⰹ鹎遤捀劍12⦐僤劍㺙꧌䒭涸䭸㼬㛆

America, Merrill Lynch, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, J.P. Morgan,

鎯莅姽ず儘䧮⦛莅ꋓ遤歲涸➿邍⺫䭍

China Construction Bank (Asia), Standard Chartered, and other financial

繡ꋓ繡卌榰⥌넞渿鞮䷒呏㣐

Accelerate Cluster Development

⸈鸠ꅾ럊猰䪮纈穉涮㾝

To date, we have brought over 70 partners to our network, adding

儘荛➛傈䧮⦛䊺鸮粯✫馄麕70⦐ざ⡲㣎

accelerator programmes and collaboration opportunities, for we

⠶䒸Ⰵ✫刿㢵⸈鸠㐼鎙ⷔ⿻Ⱖ➮⼿⡲堥

understand it takes strong ecosystems to grow new industries. FinTech is

剚䧮⦛幀⥌♧⦐䓽㣐涸欰䢀橇㞯䩞腋

one of our key clusters and an area of keen interest. For this reason, we

雊倞遤噠䧭Ꟁꆄ輑猰䪮僽䧮⦛Ⱖ⚥♧

supported the 12-week SuperCharger FinTech Accelerator programme at

⦐ꅾ럊纈穉㔔姽䧮⦛佅䭰捀劍12僤劍涸

Smart-Space FinTech for FinTech innovators.

չSuperChargerպꆄ輑猰䪮⸈鸠㐼鎙ⷔ雊
莅涸ꆄ輑猰䪮Ⱇ㖈Smart-Space FinTechⰟ
欽䊨⡲瑠䧭Ꟁ

institutions.

鸒䒊遤❏䊝庐䩧⿻Ⱖ➮ꆄ輑堥圓❜
崩

We organised regular industry events, including a FinTech O2O series

䧮⦛㹁劍莊鳵遤噠崞⹛⢿㥶捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠

for start-ups, to enhance networking between industry practitioners

罜鏤涸չFinTech O2Oպ禺㟞⸈噠歲莅湌

and regulators. Cyberport also organised international conferences to

盘堥圓涸❜崩侸焺度䎃䏞莊鳵ㄤ莅

connect Hong Kong’s FinTech start-ups and businesses, including hosting

㢵⦐㕜ꥹ剚陾⤛鹎彘鸒䧮⦛㖈Ⱘ剤䕧

2 dedicated sessions at the prestigious Asian Financial Forum discussing

갠⸂涸չ❏崎ꆄ輑锸㠢պ莊鳵✫Ⰽ⦐剤ꡠꨶ

payments, cybersecurity, and encouraging investment in Hong Kong’s

㶩佅➰䪮遯ㄤ笪窄㸞涸㼠겗橇眏⿻렽⺑

FinTech start-ups. These efforts were augmented by our hosting of a

䫏须倴껻度ꆄ輑猰䪮ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧮⦛❠㖈

FinTech session on global FinTech innovation at the 2017 Internet Economy

չ2017✽耢笪竤憘䂾剚պ⚥硁鳵չ椕ꆄ輑猰

Summit.

䪮ⶾ倞䠑䙂պ㼠겗锸㠢䲀⹛倞涸ꆄ輑猰䪮
佟瘼
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Connect Partners and Global Network
耢粯噠歲㣎⠶խ䲀⹛⟱噠驎駈㕜ꥹ莻〵

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Linking global markets

鸮䱺椕䋑㜥

Cyberport has built a reputation for incubating high quality start-ups; that

侸焺度㛆肬✫㢵Ⱘ颶稇涸侸焺猰䪮ⴲⶾ

is why accelerators favour solutions from the Cyberport community. In

⟱噠♶㼱⸈鸠㐼㖈姽㼦䪪Ⱘ悴⸂涸䫏须

2016/17, two of our start-ups were admitted to 500 Startups, and another

㼩韍倴2016/17䎃䏞䧮⦛剤Ⰽⴲⶾ⟱

two to Y Combinator. Many others have ventured globally and achieved

噠䧭⸆儢魨չ500 Startupsպ⸈鸠㐼〥㢫Ⰽ

market success. TNG Wallet, a Fintech start-up that joined the Cyberport

⸈Ⰵ✫չY Combinatorպ鼩剤䖎㢵ⴲⶾ

Incubation Programme and Cyberport Accelerator Support Programme,

⟱噠䧭⸆䬪㾝㕜ꥹ䋑㜥⟃ꆄ輑猰䪮Ⱇ

侸焺度㖈⤛䧭⿻莊鳵㹁劍遤噠ⴕ❧剚䊨⡲㖷⿻ⴲ

spring-boarded into 14 markets. Meanwhile, APrivacy, a Canadian start-

TNG Wallet捀⢿➮⦛僽侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔ⿻

ⶾ⟱噠ㄤ⚥㼭⟱涸❜崩崞⹛♳邍植ⴀ蒀侸焺度㕰

up and Cyberport Smart-Space company offering digital security solutions,

侸焺度⸈鸠㐼佅䭰鎙ⷔ涸Ⱇ植䊺䬪㾝

鸒麕♶ず崞⹛捀䧮⦛䲿⣘✫佅䴂⿻㼂顜

met key financial partners through Cyberport network, and opened up new

荛橇椕14⦐䋑㜥〥♧荈⢵⸈䭭㣐鹎꽏

䠑鋅䧮⦛⛳䋞劆诔姽ぢ➮⦛邍麨闒䠑

markets around the world.

Smart-Space涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠APrivacy捀⟱噠

Cyberport has done a great job facilitating and hosting
regular industry sharing, workshops, and networking
events for start-ups and SMEs. We would also like to
express our appreciation to the Cyberport team for
providing continuous support and valuable feedback
throughout the various programmes.

B2B e-commerce software platform
that has helped over 80,000 merchants
in Asia to open their online shops.
##ꨶ㶩㉂顬鮿⟝䎂〵捀❏崎鹬
蠝㉂䨩用笪♳㉂䏅

䲿⣘侸焺㸞涸鍑对倰呪㖈侸焺度涸鸮

Tony Wong 黃嵞僅
Co-founder & CEO Ⱏずⶾ鳵➃⿻㛂遤Ꟁ

粯♴䪪ⵌ⚺銴䫏须罏㼟噠䬪荛倞
䋑㜥

We worked closely with the government, including the Innovation and
Technology Bureau, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, and Financial
Services and the Treasury Bureau to drive for new policies in nurturing
the FinTech industry. We also reached an memorandum of understanding
(MoU) with the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, Hong Kong Science and
Technology Parks Corporation, and ASTRI to promote regulatory overhaul
and industry adoption of innovative FinTech solutions. Public education
has also been paramount, with workshops and seminars increasing the
awareness of the public on topics including Blockchain, Cybersecurity,
InsurTech, RegTech, and many more.

䧮⦛莅佟䏎筝㺙ざ⡲⺫䭍莅ⶾ倞⿻猰䪮
㽷껻度ꆄ輑盘椚㽷⿻頿竤✲⿻䏨㽷
耢䩛䲀⹛倞涸ꆄ輑猰䪮湱ꡠ佟瘼䧮⦛⛳
莅껻度ꆄ輑盘椚㽷껻度猰䪮㕨Ⱇㄤ껻
度䥰欽猰䪮灇瑖ꤎ砞鎎ざ⡲⪔䘎ꏗ䲀⹛
遤噠湌盘⿻岁鋊⚛䲀⹛ꆄ輑猰䪮㖈噠歲
䥰欽Ⱇ滞來肬䊨⡲⛳⼧ⴕꅾ銴䧮⦛莊
鳵䊨⡲㖷⿻锸㠢➝稲⼦㝆ꕖ笪窄㸞
⥃ꦖ猰䪮湌盘猰䪮瘞濼陏

Although FinTech is a key focus, other key clusters saw significant
development as well. At the Digital Entrepreneur Leadership Forum,
we showcased Smart Mobility and Smart City solutions, and connected
thought leaders to examine opportunities in AI, Big Data, Internet of Things
(IoT), and Wearables. We joined Lenovo to launch the three-month Lenovo
Accelerator TOP TEN Programme, offering funding, infrastructure, and
business support to AI, Big Data, and Robotics start-ups in Hong Kong and
southern part of Mainland China. Another popular initiative saw IngDan
set up its first Hong Kong Experience Centre at Cyberport to showcase IoT
and Wearable products, including those developed by our start-ups, and
accelerate the product launch of their innovations.

ꧪ搭䧮⦛衽⸂涮㾝ꆄ輑猰䪮⡎㖈Ⱖ➮猰䪮
眕毑♳❠《䖤椚䟝䧭籑㖈չ侸焺⟱噠⼾馊
걆郜锸㠢պ♳䧮⦛㾝爚✫兰䢵崩⹛湱ꡠ涸
鍑对倰呪鼝锞遤噠걆郜ⴕ❧➃䊨兰腋㣐
侸亙暟耢笪⿻〳瑭䨥䪮遯涸涮㾝悴⸂〥
㢫䧮⦛莅耢䟝꧌㕰ざ⡲䲀ⴀ捀劍♲⦐剢
涸չ耢䟝椕TOP TEN鎙ⷔպ㖈껻度⿻⽂⚥
㕜㖒⼦捀➃䊨兰腋㣐侸亙⿻堥唒➃䪮遯湱
ꡠ涸ⶾ噠㹻䲿⣘须ꆄ炽⟝ꂂ㤛⿻Ⱖ➮噠
佅䴂炽跗㖈껻度鏤껷⦐넓뀿긭❠僽〥♧
⦐栽㥪鐱涸갪湡넓뀿긭Ⰹ㾝ⴀ✫⺫䭍侸焺
度ⴲⶾ⟱噠灇涮涸暟耢笪⿻〳瑭䨥湱ꡠ猰䪮
欴ㅷ⸈䘰䪾ⶾ倞欴ㅷ䲀ⴀ䋑㜥

As we cast our focus increasingly on the Asia-Pacific region, we are actively

鵜䎃䧮⦛噲⸂涮㾝❏㣖⼦琎噲莅⢵荈〵

building connections with accelerators in strategic markets such as Taiwan,

抓⽂ꯓ倞⸈㗗⿻꼛⢵銯❏瘞䨞殜䚍䋑

Korea, Singapore, and Malaysia. In 2016/17, for example, we established

㜥涸⸈鸠㐼䒊用耢粯倴2016/17䎃䏞䧮

connections with Taiwan’s PurpleCow Startup Association and AppWorks

⦛莅〵抓稙暋ⶾ噠⼿剚ㄤ⛓ⴲⶾ䫏ざ⡲

to help Hong Kong start-ups enter the Taiwan market. As we explore

䍲⸔껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪㾝〵抓䋑㜥〥

global opportunities, a bilateral agreement with Canada’s Ontario Centres

㢫捀䬪椕㉂堥䧮⦛莅⸈䭭㣐㸞㣐

of Excellence was established, to support three Canadian companies soft-

殜溁⼾馊⚥䗱砞鎎✫꧱鼹⼿陾捀♲⸈

landing in Hong Kong.

䭭㣐Ⱇ衆䨩껻度⡲ⴀ㸞䱖

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

events to gain valuable exposure.

Seamless digital security delivering
multi-channel customer experiences
for the financial services industry.
〳䥰欽倴㢵庉麥涸搂簧侸焺㸞
䪮遯捀ꆄ輑剪遤噠䌟⢵倞㹐䨩
넓뀿
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We joined Cyberport to advance APrivacy’s FinTech
aspirations. The dynamic community of Cyberport
connects us to many other start-ups, to socialise with
entrepreneurs and form lasting business contacts.
Smart-Space FinTech is not just spacious and inspiring,
it also enables us to work among FinTech peers and
participate in all kinds of conferences and industry

"1SJWBDZꌴ䠑㖈ꆄ輑猰䪮걆㚖♳㣐㾝䭗艁
佦姽䧮⦛鼇乵鹎꽏侸焺度侸焺度僽♧⦐崞⸂愈廊
涸爢⼦㖈鸏酭䧮⦛耢粯ⵌ♶㼱ⴲⶾ⟱噠
莅♶ず涸ⶾ噠㹻❜崩刿㖈姽飷䖤Ꟁ黇涸欰䠑
耢粯4NBSU4QBDF'JO5FDI♶⡎僽♧⦐㻫侎⿻
㺢㉬涮䚍涸㖒倰鸏酭雊䧮⦛剤堥剚莅Ⱖ➮ꆄ輑猰䪮
ず噠ざ⡲罜莅♶ず涸䏠锓剚⿻遤噠崞⹛剤⸔
䧮⦛仍ꡀ遤噠䱺鍸
Cédric Jeannot
Founder & CEO ⶾ鳵➃Ⱟ遤佟籎鄪

侸焺度 2016/17 䎃㜡
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Connect Partners and Global Network
耢粯噠歲㣎⠶խ䲀⹛⟱噠驎駈㕜ꥹ莻〵

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

We are very proud to become the first Cyberport Macro Fund investee earlier
this year. Cyberport is known for helping start-ups grow and prosper and has an
outstanding start-up community. The professional support was extraordinary,
and was crucial to the progress we have made. It is an incredibly rewarding
partnership and we look forward to many more years of working together to
make Lynk a truly global brand.

䧮⦛䖎囙䎋䧭捀չ侸焺度䫏须ⶾ
噠㛇ꆄպ껷䫏须涸Ⱇ侸焺
度♧湬䪜嗃ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧭Ꟁ⿻涮
㾝⚛⟃Ⱖ馄⼾涸ⴲⶾ爢⼦罜耂
Democratises access to knowledge,
connecting users to 35,000+ subject
matter experts across nearly 80
countries, for fast and cost-effective
consultations.

Without a doubt, the Mainland China market is always top of mind,
particularly with its rapid Internet+ development. Hong Kong’s start-ups
must be prepared and equipped to tap opportunities in Mainland China
markets, the Greater Bay Area, and countries along the One Belt, One Road
initiatives. To this end, we hosted events in Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen to
introduce Hong Kong’s start-ups and digital solutions to Mainland Chinese
customers, partners, and investors.

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒僽䧮⦛荞⸂涮㾝涸䋑㜥⸈♳Ⱖ
䘰鸠涮㾝涸չ✽耢笪+պ瘼殜껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱
噠䗳갭酤⪔荈䊹䫌筝Ⰹ㖒礡度慍㣐抓
⼦⿻չ♧䌟♧騟պ屡箁㕜㹻涸涮㾝堥麂㖈
鸏倰䧮⦛㖈♳嵳⻍❩⿻幀㖕莊鳵✫
矦➝剚➝稲껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠⿻侸焺鍑对
倰呪✮⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒涸㹐䨩纈㣎⠶⿻䫏须罏

荈⚺㖒耢粯椕鵜⦐㕜㹻馄麕
 そ㼠㹻鰋논栽䖤㼠㹻濼陏
僽♧⦐넞佪⿻⡜䧭劥涸㼠㹻䎂〵

そ-ZOL涸䧭Ꟁ莅侸焺度涸㼠
噠佅䴂䜂䜂湱ꡠ侸焺度僽♧⦐
ꨈ腋〳顜涸㣎⠶䧮⦛㼟糒糵莅
侸焺度ざ⡲伟䩛䪾 Lynk䒊用䧭
椕ㅷ晦
Peggy Choi 詎焗楑
Founder & CEO ⶾ鳵➃Ⱟ遤佟籎鄪

Expanding investor networks

䬪ꡀ䫏须罏笪窄

Investors have been attracted by Cyberport’s reputation and its array

侸焺度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠ぢ椕䋑㜥僽껻度

of global-facing and market-ready start-ups, which has been both Hong

⿻侸焺度涸欰䬸晦㾝爚衽䧮⦛涸⮛

Kong and Cyberport’s niche. They trust and keep the Cyberport’s start-ups

䫏须罏鄄侸焺度涸ㅷ晦䒸㼩侸焺度涸

on their radar for top-notch projects. Cyberport’s significantly expanded

ⴲⶾ⟱噠⯏怏⥌䗱⚛䋞劆秝䧭捀偫♴

investors network has contributed to our record deal flow in 2016/17,

涸䫏须갪湡侸焺度涸䫏须罏笪窄麒⡑

including more investment from Mainland China and from prominent

椕2016/17䎃䏞涸갪湡㼩䱺灶私ꏗ殹⚥

The Cyberport Incubation Programme and Acceleration Programme were crucial

Venture Capitalists, such as IDG and Sequoia. As an example, Klook, which

⺫䭍刿㢵Ⰹ㖒⿻Ⱖ➮㖒⼦涸衽そ괐ꦖ䫏须

in helping us decipher the right business model and strategy. The programmes

focuses on Hong Kong, Asia-Pacific, and Mainland China markets attracted

Ⱇ㥶IDG须劥⿻秋勒须劥瘞涸䫏须⟃ⴲ

provided us the much-needed exposure to the most senior executives from

investments from Sequoia.

ⶾ⟱噠KLOOK捀⢿㸐涸噠㼠岤껻度

business partners, regulators, and investors for us to build our reputation and

❏㣖⼦⿻⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒䋑㜥⛳䧭⸆䒸秋勒

grow our footprint – TNG Wallet has benefited immeasurably from the extremely

䫏须涸ꫭ漐

helpful and experienced Cyberport team, and all the well organised events.

չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ⿻չ侸焺度⸈鸠㐼佅䴂鎙ⷔպ
鎙ⷔպ㼩䧮⦛焷
雊䧮⦛䱺鍸ⵌ
用噠垸䒭⿻瘼殜饱✫ꡠ꒳⡲欽鎙ⷔ雊䧮⦛䱺鍸ⵌ
罏剤⸔䧮
♶ず噠㣎⠶涸넞㾵湌盘堥圓⿻䫏须罏剤⸔䧮
涸㕰坿
⦛䒊用濼そ䏞⿻䬪㾝噠晝㕬Э侸焺度涸㕰坿
Hong Kong’s leading e-Wallet with
global remittance, bank transfers and
global cash withdrawals, and other
financial functions available 24/7 in 14
markets.
껻度걆⯓ꨶ㶩ꐏ⺫䊺䬪㾝剪荛
14⦐䋑㜥⸆腋⺫䭍椕妵ꋓ
遤鱲䌙椕䲿《植ꆄ⿻Ⱖ➮䎃
搂⠅涸ꆄ輑剪
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ず涸崞
倴䲿⣘⼿⸔⚂竤뀿鞮㺢⚛乲Ꟁ穉籽♶ず涸崞

In 2016/17, we embarked on a partnership with the Hong Kong Business

㖈2016/17䎃䏞䧮⦛莅껻度㣔⢪䫏须笪窄

Angel Network to connect investors and start-ups. We also partnered

ざ⡲捀䫏须罏⿻ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪堥剚⛳

the Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund to launch the Jumpstarter competition,

莅ꅽ䊼䊼ⶾ噠罏㛇ꆄざ鳵չJumpstarterպ

providing new opportunities for FinTech, AI, Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT),

嫲飓䲿⣘倞堥剚✮ꆄ輑猰䪮➃䊨兰

Wearables, and e-commerce start-ups.

腋㣐侸亙暟耢笪〳瑭䨥猰䪮⿻ꨶ㶩
㉂顬湱ꡠ涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠

⹛5/(8BMMFU「渤⻳幏

Alex Kong 寐䣔䛸
Founder & CEO ⶾ鳵➃Ⱟ遤佟籎鄪

Most prominently, our work with institutional investors led to co-investment

⧩䖤♧䲿涸僽չ侸焺度ⶾ噠䫏须㛇ꆄպ涸

in Lynk, which was the first project funded by the Cyberport Macro Fund,

껷⦐䫏须갪湡㽠僽歋䧮⦛莅匌⽂❏⿻⚥

which landed investment from South East Asia and Mainland China.

㕜Ⰹ㖒堥圓䫏须罏Ⱏず䫏须涸侸焺度ⴲ⟱
Lynk㻜植✫侸焺度⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧭㽠ꬌⳝ
涸격兞

侸焺度 2016/17 䎃㜡
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Connect Partners and Global Network
耢粯噠歲㣎⠶խ䲀⹛⟱噠驎駈㕜ꥹ莻〵

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Stay in style with the latest collection
from designer brands through
YEECHOO’s rental and sharing
platform.
鷴麕YEECHOO涸ꨫ㈒⿻獆⦶䎂〵
⟤鼇ぐ珏鏤鎙ㅷ晦饥㖈儘㼿㼺畮

We were originally investment bankers
with an interest in fashion and an idea for
e-commerce. With the help of Cyberport,
which connected us to industry experts and
d
business advisors, we were also introduced
d
to investors such as Alibaba, which took us
into its investment programme.

In 2017/18, we will also engage even more partners to bolster our services

㖈 2017/18 䎃 䏞  䧮 ⦛ 剚 糒 糵 䒸 Ⰵ 刿 㢵 ざ

and ecosystem, and organise an increasing number of events to engage

⡲㣎⠶䓽⻋剪⿻欰䢀禺窡⛳剚瘼ⷔ

the wider public. The Cyberport Venture Capital Forum and the Cyberport

刿㢵崞⹛✮䋑字㣐滞莅侸焺度ⶾ噠䫏

Investors Network will offer increasing opportunities for our start-ups to

须锸㠢⟃⿻侸焺度䫏须罏笪窄♶倬ⶾ鸤堥

connect with high-quality investors, and for investors to learn more about

剚㼟䧮⦛涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠鸮粯荛⮛颶䫏须

Hong Kong’s start-ups at Cyberport.

罏⛳鹎♧姿⛳雊䫏须罏刿✫鍑侸焺度涸
ⴲⶾ⟱噠

䧮⦛劥僽攨䠦儘㼿涸䫏须ꋓ遤㹻⿶㼩ꨶ
ꨶ

We will extend our expertise in successfully developing our FinTech

鍸
㶩㉂顬鬪鬪妝鑑侸焺度♶⡎雊䧮⦛䱺鍸

䧮⦛䋞劆䪾ꆄ輑猰䪮涸䧭⸆䲀罜䑞⛓荛Ⱖ

cluster to other key initiatives as well. The multi-pronged engagement

䒸
ⵌ噠歲㼠㹻ㄤ欰䠑♳涸곃㉏刿䪾䧮⦛䒸

➮걆㚖㖈遤噠㣎⠶⟱噠湌盘堥圓

of industry, enterprises, regulators, public, and global partners has

䧮
讄窍♶ず涸䫏须罏㥶ꅽ䊼䊼䖕⢵䧮

Ⱇ滞⟃⿻橇椕㣎⠶涸⸗⸂♴ꆄ輑猰䪮涮

yielded extraordinary results for FinTech. We will strive to accelerate our

⦛刿剤堥剚莅Ⱖ䫏须鎙ⷔ

㾝栽䖤ꬌⳝ䧭㽠䧮⦛㼟荞⸂⸈䘰➃䊨兰

ecosystem development in AI/Big Data, e-commerce, and Internet of Things

腋/㣐侸亙ꨶ㶩㉂顬⿻暟耢笪/〳瑭䨥猰

(IoT)/Wearables while continuing to build on the solid foundation we have

䪮涸欰䢀禺窡涸䒊鏤⚛㖈稟㻜涸ꆄ輑猰

established for our FinTech start-ups and partners.

䪮㛇燊♳糒糵䧭Ꟁ

To strengthen our inbound and outbound partner services, we will leverage

捀 㛚 㻜 侸 焺 度 捀չ 饥 鹎 ⢵ պ⿻չ 饥 ⴀ  պ

our international partners to increase access to global markets and scaling

⟱噠䨾䲿⣘涸㣎⠶剪䧮⦛莅⚆歲

opportunities. Part of this effort will focus on fostering ties with Singapore,

ぐ㖒涸堥圓⟱噠ざ⡲㟞䓽莅椕䋑㜥涸

London, and Asia Pacific; and leveraging our resources in Mainland China,

耢粯鸤㽠⟱噠䧭Ꟁ䧮⦛ꅾ럊⸈䓽莅倞

particularly with our Shanghai and Guangzhou representative offices while

⸈㗗⧍侚⿻❏㣖⼦涸耢粯ず儘䧮⦛㼟

exploring further partnerships in Shenzhen and southern part of Mainland

鹎♧姿ⵄ欽㖈⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒涸须彂暶ⴽ僽♳

China.

嵳⿻䑞䊝涸➿邍贖⚛耢粯刿㢵㖈幀㖕⿻

Shan Shan ㋲棁
棁
Abby Zhang 䓹䪜ꤿ
ꤿ
Co-founder 耢ざⶾ㨥➃
➃

Looking Forward

㾝劆㼟⢵

Our momentum has been very strong, and we will not stop. For youth

ⶾ猰遤噠涸涮㾝걧䓽⸺䧮⦛㼟糒糵鼠

initiatives, in addition to continuing our across-the-board initiatives in the

姿ぢ㖈䎃ꫭ➃鎙ⷔ倰僈䎃ꤑ✫

coming year, Cyberport will increase its partnership and collaboration with

䲀鹎衆㻜䎃ꫭ➃鎙ⷔ涸ぐ갪稣眏㢫⛳

universities. Plans are already underway to collaborate with The Hong

剚㟞⸈莅㣐㷸涸㣎⠶ざ⡲湡䧮⦛䊺竤

Kong Polytechnic University, The Hong Kong University of Science and

莅껻度椚䊨㣐㷸껻度猰䪮㣐㷸⿻껻度㣐

Technology (HKUST), and The University of Hong Kong.

㷸㾝ざ⡲鎙ⷔ

We will offer FinTech placement for students enrolled in The Hong Kong

䧮⦛㼟剚䲿⣘ꆄ輑猰䪮涸㻜绢䄋⡙✮껻度

Polytechnic University’s undergraduate Financial Technology programme.

椚䊨㣐㷸涸ꆄ輑猰䪮劥猰铭玑㷸欰䧮⦛

We will also provide co-working space to participants of the HKUST’s

⛳䲿⣘Ⱏ❧䊨⡲瑠✮껻度猰䪮㣐㷸ⶾ噠

Entrepreneurship Centre. Students of The University of Hong Kong’s Master

⚥䗱涸䧭㆞荛倴껻度㣐㷸椚㷸焚㡦㉂噠

of Science in Business Analytics programme will learn from Cyberport’s

ⴕ區铭玑涸㷸欰㼟剚灇瑖侸焺度涸ⴲⶾ

start-ups cases and have the chance to help these entrepreneurs crack

⟱噠⦐呪⚛剤堥剚⼿⸔ⶾ噠㹻⦛鍑对噠

their business challenges.

ꨈ겗

For budding entrepreneurs, enablement programmes in 2016/17 have

㼩倴♧❉贖倴蟠蔡ꥣ媯涸⟱噠㹻⢵铞

produced remarkable results in enhancing their market- and investment-

2016/17䎃䏞涸㉬㼬鎙ⷔ佪卓⟂➃렽莻雊

readiness. We will continue to enhance our enablement offerings in

➮⦛㖈鹎Ⰵ䋑㜥⿻㼩䫏须罏剤刿⯏⟨

2017/18. As Asia Pacific is often the first market for Hong Kong’s start-

涸彋⪔倴2017/18䎃䏞䧮⦛剚糒糵䲀遤剤

ups to expand into, we shall step up our Asia Pacific support in our

ꡠ鎙ⷔ歋倴껻度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠⫙ぢ鼇乵㖈

programmes. Other areas of special interest include AI and Blockchain

❏㣖⼦仍㾝噠䧮⦛亼㟞⸈倴❏㣖⼦涸

knowledge sharing, and the list will get longer as we aim to assist

佅䴂〥♧鼹䐕䧮⦛⛳剚㖈鎙ⷔⰉ㟞⸈

entrepreneurs along every step of their journey.

⺫䭍➃䊨兰腋⿻⼦㝆ꕖ䪮遯眕毑濼陏罜

⽂⚥㕜涸ざ⡲堥剚
All these efforts are aimed at reinforcing the platform of holistic support

♳鶤涸⸗⸂傌㖈⸈䓽侸焺度捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠

we provide to Hong Kong’s start-ups and offering them with the optimal

䲿⣘剓ざ黠涸佅䴂雊➮⦛涸噠遼ⴀ

assistance to pursue their global aspirations. Our role is clear — to combine

껻 度  䧮 ⦛ 涸 錬 蒀 늫 僈  翹 䎃 ꫭ ➃ 涸

the energy of youth with the know-how of entrepreneurs and institutions to

崞⸂ⶾ噠㹻⿻遤噠堥圓涸竤뀿⿻

springboard start-ups and digital companies to success, creating outcomes

黇鋅⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠⿻侸焺猰䪮Ⱇ䧭㽠

that empower the emergence of Hong Kong as a major digital technology

ꬌⳝ䲀⹛껻度䧭捀椕⚺銴涸侸焺猰

hub. Through an array of trainings, competitions, hackathons, accelerators,

䪮럊鷴麕♧禺涸㛆㖕崞⹛嫲飓

forums, conferences, and collaborations with MNCs, start-ups, Venture

랱㹐꼛䬘匡⸈鸠㐼鎙ⷔ锸㠢⿻剚陾

Capitalists, and student communities, the synergy is in place to create

莅騗㕜⟱噠ⴲⶾ⟱噠괐ꦖ䫏须罏⿻㷸

boundless achievements for a digital Hong Kong.

欰㕰넓ざ⡲捀껻度侸焺猰䪮涮㾝ⶾ鸤搂
ꣳ〳腋

鎙ⷔ巒覈涸Ⰹ㺂㼟ꦑ⟱噠涸銴㟞⸈
宠莅⟱噠Ⱏず騗麕嫦媯娜玑
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